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Blackfin Boats 400CC Wins Boating Industry’s Top Product Award 

 

Williston, FL — Blackfin Boats is proud to announce the newly released 400CC has been recognized as one of Boating 
Industry ‘s 2023 Top Products. Boating Industry‘s tenth annual list of top product award winners was officially announced 
May 1st, 2023, bringing you some of the marine industry’s best and most innovative products and services to recently hit 
the market. Blackfin Boats is honored to be among them.  

 

With Blackfin’s 400CC making a very successful debut appearance during the 2023 Miami International Boat show, this 
award is a true testament to our design and engineering teams unwavering efforts to bring the best and most innovative 
products to the Blackfin line. Only 50 products are recognized in the Boating Industry‘s Top Products Award Program out 
of hundreds of submissions, making this an outstanding achievement for Blackfin Boats.  

 

“From bow to stern, and hardtop to cabin no detail was left unchecked for Blackfin’s new 400CC. The new model from 
Blackfin takes all of the comforts from much larger boats and brings them to a comfortable 40-foot platform while 
maintaining luxury and comfort. A quick walkthrough of this boat will tell you that the design team set out to create a 
user-focused flagship with maximum usable space and they accomplished exactly that in the 400CC.”-Adam Quandt, 
Editor-in-Chief, Boating Industry. 

 

With a 40’ water line and a 12’ beam, you’ll find that the 400CC provides a tremendous amount of space and creates a 
massive presence on the water. Featuring quad Mercury engines with a Max HP of 1800 and the Michael Peters Double 
Stepped hull, the 400CC reaches up to 70 MPH with ease, making it as fast and agile as it is smooth and efficient where 
performance and ride are concerned. With a 475-gallon fuel capacity and 100-gallon water capacity, dual rows of custom-
designed, heated helm seats, a dynamic aft station, in-floor fish boxes, 70-gallon baitwell, and spacious cabin, all your 
fishing, cruising, and entertainment activities are sure to exceed all expectations. 
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“We would like to thank Boating Industry for this prestigious award and recognition,” said Charles Marshall, Co-Chairman 
of Blackfin Boats. “We are honored to earn this recognition from Boating Industry magazine for the innovation and design 
of the 400CC. We feel this is a direct reflection of the commitment our design and engineering teams dedicate towards 
delivering and designing not only high-quality boats but also to creating custom boats that provide an unmatched experience 
on the water for our customers.”  

 

To view the full article visit Boatingindustry.com or to find additional information on Blackfin’s 400CC, visit our website 
at Blackfinboats.com/400CC 

 

ABOUT BLACKFIN 

 

At Blackfin Boats, every boat is built on a legendary brand heritage that incorporates the latest in design, engineering, and 
materials, delivering state-of-the-art fishing boats unmatched in durability, safety, build quality and warranty. Blackfin’s 
new 400CC will be no exception; the attention to detail in the design and space utilized are among the top in its class. 
Blackfin’s current lineup features both center and dual console boats that range from 22’ to 40’. For 50 years, Blackfin has 
been the gold standard for top quality fishing boats; now the brand lives on and it’s better than ever. 

https://boatingindustry.com/digital-archives/boating-industry-may-2023/
https://www.blackfinboats.com/400CC-2023-10-1128968.html

